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It seems like yesterday that we decided to open 
Eeshay for the summer of 2020. However, even 
with that exciting announcement and video, 
there were still so many unanswered questions. 
What would camp look like? What would it feel 
like? Would the campers stay healthy? Would 
the limitations and challenges of Corona make 
it such that we wouldn’t be able to maximize 
our summer experience? And that last question 
was key. Because we don’t view Eeshay as just a 
place to come and have fun.  
Are the leagues awesome? Yes. Is Simon Sez 
hysterical and hard? You bet! Are the fries 
finally ready? Maybe. But what has always made 
Eeshay a unique place is that along with all the 
laughing and playing , we always felt that 
were growing as Bnei Torah. Whether it was 
the way in which we dealt with a tough loss, 
the ability for us to shine with different talents 
outside of the classroom, or even just the idea 
of davening with kavana in between league 
games, these areas of growth have always been 
the hallmark of our camp.   
And now that the first half has come to a 
close, it is incumbent upon us to express our 
extreme sense of gratitude and Hakaras Hatov 
to Hashem for for guiding us and allowing us to 
be part of a half of a summer that was unique 
in many ways. But there was one thing which 
was not unique at all. And that is that each and 
everyone of us can proudly leave the banquet 
today feeling that in a way we got our life back. 
Our chiyus. Our ability to spend time with our 
friends, even with some of the restrictions, 
and most importantly the opportunity to once 
again realize how much each and everyone of 
us have to offer to both the klal and the yachid. 
So to those of us that are leaving for next half, 
we wish you a second half of the summer of 
continued growth within a safe and exciting 
setting. And to those fortunate enough to stick 
around... Buckle up. Cause you ain’t seen noth-
ing yet! (Eeshay Rush, Torture the counselor, 
Game Time Entertainment Pro day, Eeshay’s Got 
Talent, Color War...)
Have a great shabbos, 
Rabbi Schonfeld
Rabbi Kramer
Rabbi Kessel
Rabbi Fishberg

This Weeks Top 10 Dear Campers. . .

1- we still have half a sum-
mer to go!
2- Clifton defends their 
crown
3- 6th grade gets their own 
tent 
4- Muelghay “arrested” at 
3rd ward
5- Ackerman vs Sperling at 
home plate 
6- getting angry at Heshie 
by guess that picture
7- 8 seed beats the one 
seed
8- Mordechai Rosnebaum 
walk off home run
9- Tuvia Minchenberg 3 
point barrage

10- Waffles and ice cream
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Sparks
Of



E-LeagueE-League This Week In Camp

League Standings

Eeshay is on Fire! (And 97 degrees)... Zacky Weiss breaks ankles... Zarkhin with the game winning goal...and then scores again... 
Lazar and Hack perfectly trap Feit in a pickle by third... Rothenberg one handed TD... D Abramoff hat trick... A Muehlgay one 
handed catch... Rosenblum buzzer beater to win it in OT... Traiger over the shoulder TD catch... Hoyas complete 12 point come-
back... Gelb wears a shirt... Dubinsky with the kick save in right field... S Lazar bests the camp with 9 HR... S Goder hits Glasser from 
makeshift field to the diamond... Salomon joins WBC... Sacha dazzles in chess... Neighborhood day 2020!... Kessel 2 run bomb... 
Sperling and Ackerman sacrifice for their team... the return of Yitzy Rosenbluth... hockey Nochstadter... Hack the math wiz... Tuvia 
Minchenberg 3 point barrage... Muehlgay got arrested at 3rd ward???... RCBC... Rabbi Fishberg’s wig... parking meters... coach 
Sperka... stay away from Lazar the bone breaker... new barriers in dining room... Scheiner beats Glassberg in home run derby... 
Baum the segway speedster... spell alligator... Compart’s 10th siyum on Tamid... you read correctly... TENTH... Clifton defends 
crown... staff BBQ + bunk 15... new tent... Klein drops it, tipped by Abrams, Klein catches it, takes it for six... Y Greenberg 100 yard 
pick six... Rabbi Kramer scores 7 in a row for a quick one on one win over Kahn... Rothenberg leaping catch at short... Mordechai 
Rosenbaum walk off... Tendler three consecutive plays three consecutive sacks... Glassberg cross body TD... Aryeh Kessel qua-
druple teamed... still scores all his team points in the first half... Tendler stuff and pick at the line... Nochlin 5 sacks in playoffs... 
Wietschner “diving” play to avoid the TD... Yeshiva Ktana beats YBH in volleyball 3 vs 10... Feit to Kessel toe tap TD to take the lead 
with under a minute left... Tendler game winning TD with less than 10 seconds left to go to championship... Shimmy Davis spins 
on the baseline to avoid the tag... until next week...

Younger DivisionYounger Division
PiratesPirates  12-612-6

Blue JaysBlue Jays  12-612-6
Penguins 9-8Penguins 9-8

Cardinals 8-10Cardinals 8-10
Red Sox 7-11Red Sox 7-11

Blues 6-11Blues 6-11

Overheard In Eeshay:
“The last 3 weeks I felt like a kid again. 

And I’m a staff member!” 

And that’s a wrap! First half of Eeshay has come to an end. After an obviously foreseen Clifton victory, camp resumed to its normal 
schedule. By normal I mean let’s run all the campers into the ground until they collapse from exhaustion. And don’t think the coun-
selors get off easy. Sitting on a chair and spacing out during a league game takes effort! Besides, what’s the point? Any call you make 
has the chance of being overturned by the man with the fox 4O whistle and the blue lanyard. There. I said it. Now I feel better. You’re  
welcome fellow refs.  
Then, out of nowhere, the rest of camp was so kind as to chip in to get the 6th grade their own tent. How cool is that?!  
Anyways, what a ride it’s been. But there are several issues that have to be addressed. First off where is Moshe Muehlgay always driv-
ing off to? How much ice or Mountain Dew can one buy in one day? (Oh don’t give me the whole “If not for Moshe Muehlgay and his 
sidekick Levi Adler, we would not be able to enjoy our day. They literally work their tail off {not literally. That would be gross} to make 
sure that we can have the time of our life. Blah Blah Blah. Spare me the mushy stuff. Even if it’s true, I won’t stand for it. My predeces-
sor would lock me in a dungeon and take away my special powers if he heard me thanking people who work selflessly for others. So I 
won’t. Whew!) 
Second, who’s taking over the Kahnstitution, cause its not gonna be me. Last time I asked to be paid for this I was promptly blue 
checked by Rabbi Schonfeld. Apparently, he doesn’t take my Declaration of Independence seriously as well. Oh, and I’ll try to keep this 
to a basic reading level, apparently my advanced intellectual rhetoric in my previous article was understood by a gross total of 3 people. 
Back to Muehlgay though, is he trying to rack up fit-bit steps by just driving endlessly in the vast parking lot of Eeshay? Does anyone 
see him come in or out? He seems to just spawn in right field in his car highly temped to rip some donuts in the pristine right field 
grass. Personally, I believe that Muehlgay and Heshie Katz are staging a coup to finally wrench control from the local tyrants. But what 
do I know? I’m just a local Baron. My powers have been severely stripped ever since I attempted to form a democracy. I’m currently 
headed to the gulag. But I hear I’m not alone. Ackerman (or his hair at least) may be headed there. Sperling (minus his chin) is in danger 
as well. Basically, anyone with 3 pint range that rivals you know who. Anyhoo, It’s been quite a ride. Enjoy and stay safe everyone.

Teams W L
Broncos 7 1
Browns 3 5
Bengals 2 6

 Older Division Older Division
Raiders 13-5Raiders 13-5
Padres 12-5Padres 12-5
Colts 10-8Colts 10-8

Yellow Jackets 8-9Yellow Jackets 8-9
Orioles 8-10Orioles 8-10

Thunder 8-10Thunder 8-10
Mets 6-12Mets 6-12

Grey Hounds 6-12Grey Hounds 6-12

Teams W L
Baby Cakes 6 4

Isotopes 6 4
Aquasox 4 4
Biscuits 3 5

Teams W L
UCLA 7 1
LSU 5 3

Oregon 1 7

Teams W L
Giants 6 2

Patriots 3 5
Jayhawks 3 5

Teams W L
Packers 6 2
Rams 5 3

Steelers 1 7

Teams W L
Blue Devils 5 1
T-Wolves 5 1
Tar Heels 1 5

Hoyas 1 5

Teams W L

Michigan 5 1
Pacers 3 3
Ducks 2 4

Nuggets 2 4

Teams W L
Orangemen 3 2

Flames 3 2
Suns 2 3

Knicks 2 3

Teams W L
Lakers 3 1
Cavs 3 1

Hornets 2 2
Warriors 0 4

WBCWBC
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